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ABSTRACT
For electrical power generation over long durations, it would be desirable
to harvest energy normally wasted during ordinary human activities such as
walking. It is a challenge, however, to produce substantial electricity from
walking. Most energy harvesting research has concentrated on generating
electricity from the compression of the shoe sole, with the best devices gen-
erating 0.8 W, reported by Paradiso (2005).
This thesis addresses a noteworthy departure, which is a spring-loaded
backpack that harnesses the vertical movements of a load to generate electric-
ity during normal walking. A mechanical apparatus can be used to convert
the linear motion to a rotary one. Based on characteristics of the motion,
a brushless permanent magnet generator is chosen as the candidate for this
energy conversion rather than the linear permanent magnet generator used
previously in the literature.
The split ratio, i.e. the ratio of the stator bore diameter to the stator
outer diameter, is considered as one of the important parameters in designing
cylindrical permanent magnet brushless machines. The objective function
of motor constant per unit volume is studied in this work. The optimal
split ratio is investigated analytically for motors having overlapping and non-
overlapping windings, and accounting for the inuence of the air gap ux
distribution, the stator tooth-tips and the end-windings. It is shown that the
split ratio can notably inuence the motor constant (i.e. torque eciency)
of a permanent magnet brushless motor.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, humans have become notably dependent on technology,
specically portable electronic devices such as cellular phones, navigation
systems, music players, cordless devices, and so forth. This growth has caused
proliferating need for mobile power delivery. All of the mentioned devices are
primarily powered with batteries. Although signicant endeavors have been
made in increasing the power densities of batteries, battery capacity, weight,
temperature sensitivity, and perpetually searching for outlets to recharge
them are limiting factors for todays portable devices [1{3]. Lithium is the
material used extensively in the battery industry. The major issue of the
lithium metal is that it is excessively reactive. Exposing this material to
the smallest amount of moisture will cause a re [4]. In this introduction, we
highlight the most signicant endeavors with dierent perspectives that have
been proposed from dierent scholars at companies and research institutes
to nd a replacement or a backup for batteries.
1.1 Fuel Cell
Among the candidate solutions, fuel cells, as shown in Figure 1.1, have re-
ceived signicant attention. Numerous research institutes are studying the
commercialization of micro fuel cells, small devices that convert chemical fu-
els into electrical energy. One of the predominant chemical fuels used in fuel
cells is methanol which has around 10 times the energy density of a lithium
iron battery. When it comes to powering advanced portable electronics, as
R. F. Service has put it, \fuel cells seem to be a front-runner in a eld where
there are very few choices" [5].
In some applications fuel cells have shown better performance than bat-
teries, but only at higher cost and with excessive private and government
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subsidies. It should be pointed out that there are many serious problems
associated with using fuel cells at low power levels, although they have main-
tained their position as the main candidate solutions in some areas like mil-
itary applications [6]. Miniaturization of fuel cells also faces challenges to
its successful commercialization. Most micro fuel cells achieve their optimal
performance at high temperatures. Thus, they should be insulated appropri-
ately to prevent damage to the powered electronics. Furthermore, fuel cells,
because of the volatility of methanol and other liquid fuels, are not allowed
in commercial aircraft. It seems that these devices have a long way to go
before they become conventional.
to recharge their 
er-fading batteries.
And the problem is
only getting worse.
acked with energy-
hogging color screens
and video and data
transmission capabil-
ities, next-generation
devices threaten to
drain batteries in just
tens of minutes 
hours they take to-
day. “Even with improvements, batteries
cannot keep up with the needs,” says Hyuk
Chang, a principal researcher with Sam-
sung Advanced Research Institute in 
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Figure 1.1: Fuel cells convert fuel into electric current [5].
1.2 Piezoelectric Materials
Over the past years, numerous research communities have concentrated on
discovering and developing new materials and devices to convert ambient
energy into electricity. One of the well known approaches for power har-
vesting is using piezoelectric materials that absorb ambient vibrations. The
crystalline structure of these devices endows them with the ability to con-
vert mechanical strain energy into electrical charge and vice versa in order
to power other devices [7]. The availability of dierent kinds of piezoelec-
tric ceramics, single crystals and composites has enabled the production of
piezoelectric generators with distinctive geometries.
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Using the properties of piezoelectric materials, authors in [1, 8, 9] present
three energy conversion devices focused on heel-strike energy harvesting.
Two of the devices are piezoelectric actuators, based on complex commer-
cial polyvinylidene ouride (PVDF) stave and piezoelectric lead zirconate
titanate (PZT) unimorph. The piezoelectric devices have been mounted in
the sole of a running shoe as shown in Figure 1.2. It is reported that the
PVDF stave produced peaks of roughly 60 V with gait speed at roughly 1 Hz,
while the PZT unimorph gives a notably higher response, with peaks close
to 150 V. Nevertheless, the voltage waveforms of both actuators are shown
to be sharp and slim. The recorded average power fed into a large resistive
load is 1.1 mW for PVDF stave and 1.8 mW for PZT unimorph.
Insole
Sole
PVDF
stave
PZT
dimorph
Metal
midplate
PZT unimorph
PZT unimorph
Figure 1.2: Using piezoelectric materials under the heel in heel-strike
movement [9].
Most endeavors have been focused on the vertical heel-strike movement.
However, the shortcomings of energy scavenging from this motion are note-
worthy. In [10], a spring-based heel-strike energy storage device was built
and tested. Maximum comfortable displacement under the human heel was
reported as 1.27 cm, and the heavy body weight pressing onto the device
during the ground reaction threatened the durability of the device.
When piezoelectric materials are used to gather ambient vibration energy,
one must include an appropriate electrical interface between the piezoelec-
tric electrodes and the electronic load to put to use the energy produced by
the generator. This necessity comes from the fact that the electronic com-
ponents that may be used for energy storage require DC voltages, whereas
the piezoelectric elements produce AC voltages. Furthermore, the desired
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outputs may need to be precisely regulated. Without accumulating a note-
worthy amount of energy, the power harvesting system will not be a reliable
power source for most electronic devices. Several research works [11{13] have
utilized circuitry to either store the energy generated by the piezoelectric ma-
terial or allow the energy to be removed from the piezoelectric eciently to
allow more power to be generated.
Like other research elds, the study of piezoelectric materials for energy
harvesting has its own challenges. One of the major constraints is that the
generated power is too small to be used by most electronic devices. Thus,
both increasing the energy generated by the power harvesting components
and more eectively gathering the generated energy are the predominant
challenges that should be addressed to make the power harvesting devices
reliable sources for portable electronic devices. One promising approach to
the later challenge is the use of rechargeable batteries as a means of gather-
ing the generated energy during power harvesting. In initial steps of research
on energy harvesting, capacitors played a pivotal role in storing energy and
powering electronic devices, but capacitors have shown unfavorable storage
characteristics because of their quick discharge time, which causes the elec-
trical output of circuitry to switch on and o as they charge and discharge.
The rechargeable battery, however, can be charged and then used to power
electronic devices for an extended time.
Moreover, in order to fully utilize the energy transferred from the har-
vesting device to the storage medium, the eciency of the electronic circuit
should be maximized. Advances in electronics can be utilized not only to
maximize the power generated by the piezoelectric device but also to mini-
mize the electronic circuit loss.
1.3 Biomechanical Energy
Considering the alternatives described above, we conclude that biomechanical
energy, the energy from human motion, is an attractive possible replacement
or backup for batteries. Human motion is a notable energy source during
which muscles convert food into mechanical work with eciency of approxi-
mately 25% [14]. The work can be performed at a high rate, with a feasible
100 W mechanical by an average person [15]. The original source of the
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energy required by muscles is food, which is as rich an energy source as gaso-
line and approximately 100 times richer than batteries of the same weight [2].
Considering these properties of biomechanical energy, it could be benecial
to utilize an electric generator to convert this produced energy into electrical
energy. Some examples are bicycle generators and windup ashlights [16].
Signicant advantages of biomechanical energy are that it has no relevant life
cycle limitation, is nonpolluting, and does not need recharging like batteries
or fuel cartridges like fuel cells, to name a few. It should be pointed out that
since biomechanical energy is accessible only during motion (e.g. walking),
it should be considered as secondary to conventional power generation, or for
use in combination with another appropriate energy supply.
Dierent motions have been considered as energy sources for biomechanical
energy conversion. Heel-strike motion, described above, has received signi-
cant attention due to its considerable vertical force. Reference [2] estimated
available power from heel-strike as about 67 W. Some of the energetic motions
such as heel-strike, however, have been overestimated. In [3], four motions
are identied as potential candidates for power generation: heel-strike, joint
motion, center-of-mass motion, and horizontal foot movement.
Heel-strike motion has been studied comprehensively as a source of biome-
chanical energy conversion because a large force comparable with body weight
is involved. Based on the observation that the work done during human en-
ergetic motions is because of an exchange of potential energy, numerous re-
searchers have considered heel-strike as an ideal candidate motion for energy
harvesting. However, energy generation from this motion is overestimated
in the literature. The comfortable displacement is quite limited to 1.27 cm.
Moreover, a heel-strike device presumably brings much discomfort to normal
walking.
Joint motion for energy harvesting has also been considered in research
communities. During walking, human limbs swing back and forth, providing
motion that can be utilized to generate power. In [17], a wearable knee-
mounted energy harvesting device is developed to generate electricity during
human walking. The device uses a one-way clutch to transmit knee extension
motions, a rotary magnetic generator (brushless DC machine) to convert the
mechanical energy into electrical energy, a control system to determine when
to open and close the power generation circuit based on measurements of
knee angle, and a knee brace to distribute the device reaction torque over
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a large leg surface area. The device introduced in [17] selectively engages
power generation towards the end of swing extension, assisting knee exor
muscles by producing substantial exion torque (6.4 Nm), and converts the
input mechanical power into electricity (54.6% eciency). Consequently, six
subjects walking at 1.5 m/s generate 4.8  0.8 W of electrical power with
only a 5.0  21 W increase in metabolic cost. Figure 1.3 shows the model of
this device.
input
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clutch
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mission
generator
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Figure 1.3: Simple model of the biomechanical energy harvester [18].
During walking, the foot moves both vertically and horizontally. The re-
ported horizontal velocity of the heel stride resembles the positive part of a
sine wave which starts at about 50% of the stride, ends at a full stride, and
has a maximum value of a few meters per second. For a small load attached
to the foot, this horizontal speed can be used to generate energy through a
swing weight. Based on calculations in [19], foot swing has good potential
as a power source. However, it does not provide a large direct force, which
eliminates the application of piezoelectric and electroactive polymers.
This study focuses on center-of-mass motion. During walking, the hip,
which coincides with the center of mass for the entire body, follows an up-
and-down motion that resembles a sine wave [20]. This means that any object
carried by a human will to follow a similar trajectory. Hence, there should be
a transfer of mechanical energy between load and body. If one is carrying a
load in a backpack, because it is xed to the body, it has to go up and down
to follow the same trajectory. If the load is heavy, a signicant amount of
mechanical energy generated by muscles must be transferred. Although this
represents a large potential source of mechanical energy, it is also inaccessible
if the load is rigidly attached to the body [21]. We have focused on a device,
the suspended-load backpack, that could be interposed between the body and
the load, resulting in dierential movement and the potential for generating
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a considerable amount of electrical energy. The energy can be harvested with
a magnetic actuation method. In [19], a linear permanent magnet coreless
moving coil generator topology is proposed and a detailed design procedure
is discussed. In lieu of using a linear permanent magnet generator, we use
a permanent magnet brushless generator in this study. By utilizing some
mechanical apparatus, the linear vertical motion of the backpack can be
converted to a rotary one appropriate for use with the mentioned generator.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
It is desired to build a device with higher output energy; i.e. the accumulated
power should be as great as possible. In addition, the mass of the generator
should be considered properly. Therefore, the magnetic generator should be
optimized from dierent perspectives. In Chapter 2 of the thesis, fundamen-
tals of permanent magnet brushless motors are discussed. Magnetic circuit
model, ux linkage, back EMF, and torque are among the discussed topics.
In Chapter 3, optimization of motor constant per unit volume of the motor is
considered. A relatively simple model has been studied initially to obtain the
optimal value of the split ratio to maximize the objective function. In further
steps, we have made the model more detailed and accurate by considering
the inuence of tooth-tips and end-windings. Optimal solutions have been
found analytically and dierent results are plotted. Conclusions are drawn
in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2
BRUSHLESS PERMANENT MAGNET
MOTOR
In this chapter, we study the fundamentals and design of brushless perma-
nent magnet (BPM) motors. Because of their high eciency, precise control,
high speed operation, and compactness, these motors have received signi-
cant attention. One notable reason for the popularity of these machines is
their construction consisting of permanent magnets built on the rotor and
electrical windings on the stator. As the windings are stationary, no prob-
lematic electrical contacts, i.e., brushes, are needed. Moreover, it is easier to
cool stationary windings. BPM machines can be built with any even number
of magnet poles and any number of phases. Two- and three-phase motors are
predominant because they minimize the number of power electronics devices
used to control the winding currents.
The materials presented in this chapter are borrowed from [22]. The main
purpose of this chapter is to give an introduction to this type of machine
and its magnetic equivalent circuits. The reader is referred to the [22] for
comprehensive coverage of this type of machine. The gures in this chapter
are reproduced from [22]. This chapter summarizes the relevant material
from [22].
2.1 Assumptions
Most BPM motors have magnets mounted on the rotor surface facing the air
gap. In some others, the permanent magnets are buried in the steel structure.
Generally three applications are assumed for the interior permanent magnet
structures. First, ux concentration can be used by burying the magnets.
Second, it is possible to run the motor in a wide speed range by using the
method of eld weakening control. Third, the presence of magnets in the
steel allows the motor to operate at higher speeds.
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2.2 Magnetic Circuit Model
The cross section of a BPM motor is shown in Figure 2.1. The rotor contains
Nm = 4 magnet poles facing the air gap. So, e = (Nm=2)m = 2m in which
e and m are electrical and mechanical positions, respectively.
As shown in the gure, some magnet ux goes from one magnet to the
next in the air gap without passing into the stator. The ux associated with
this path is called magnet leakage ux.
Figure 2.1: Fundamental motor structure and associated ux paths.
Figure 2.2 shows the magnetic equivalent circuit. The reluctances Rr and
Rs are the rotor and rotor steel areas, respectively. The two half magnets
are modeled as ux source r and associated magnet reluctance Rm, with
the direction of the ux source dictating the magnet polarity. Primary ux
ow from the magnets across the air gap into the stator is through the air
gap reluctances denoted Rg. Rl is the leakage reluctance as ux passes from
one magnet to the next. The uxes of the circuit are the air gap ux g, the
magnet ux , and the leakage ux l.
In order to solve the magnetic circuit as shown in Figure 2.2, a simpli-
cation of the circuit is done with the result shown in Figure 2.3. The right
magnet and rotor reluctance are in series with each other, so they are swapped
in Figure 2.3(a). The rotor reluctance is next to the other reluctances and
the two half magnets are next to each other. At this juncture, deriving an
analytical expression for the leakage reluctance is not convenient. The air
gap ux can be written in terms of the magnet ux as g = Kl, where Kl
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Figure 2.2: A magnetic circuit model for the structure shown in Figure 2.1.
is a leakage factor, which has a value less than one. Eliminating the leakage
reluctance Rl as in Figure 2.3(b) can be done straightforwardly using the
same equation. This is permissible as little ux ows in the leakage path.
If the leakage reluctance is eliminated, the rotor and stator steel reluctances
are in series, so they can be considered as a single reluctance as shown in
Figure 2.3(b).
The two magnet halves in series in Figure 2.3(b) can be simplied as shown
in Figure 2.3(c). Using the Norton equivalent circuit method, we can have
the simplied magnet shown in Figure 2.3(c). The simplied ux source is
r, and 2Rm is the equivalent reluctance seen looking into the circuit. The
two half magnets in series are like a single permanent magnet material with
a doubled length, r remains unchanged but Rm doubles since reluctance is
proportional to permanent material length.
Because of the saturation characteristic of ferromagnetic materials, the
steel reluctance Rr + Rs is nonlinear in Figure 2.3(c). To nd an analytic
solution, the reluctance should be eliminated. Since permeability of the steel
is higher than that of air, the steel reluctance is small in comparison with the
air gap reluctance Rg, so the inuence of the steel reluctance can be included
in the air gap reluctance. That is, a reluctance factor Kr as shown in Figure
2.3(d) can be dened. This Kr is a constant greater than one that increases
the air gap reluctance to compensate for the neglected steel reluctance.
It should be pointed out that, in practical situations, one hardly needs
to obtain the analytical expressions for the leakage factor Kr. Their corre-
sponding numerical values are usually determined based on the experience
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Figure 2.3: Simplications of the magnetic circuit in Figure 2.2.
of the designer.
2.3 Magnetic Circuit Solution
Considering the magnetic circuit in Figure 2.3(d), the magnet ux  can be
obtained using the same method of current division between resistors that is
used in an electrical circuit:
 =
2Rm
2Rm + 2KrRg
r =
1
1 +Kr
Rg
Rm
r (2.1)
Based on g = Kl, and general expressions for the magnet and air gap
reluctances, i.e.,
Rm =
lm
R0Am
; Rg =
g
0Ag
(2.2)
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the air gap ux can be expressed as
=Kl =
Kl
1 +Kr
RgAm
lmAg
r (2.3)
where the magnet length and cross-sectional area are denoted by lm and Am,
respectively, and g and Ag are the air gap length and cross-sectional area
respectively. Substituting the ux concentration factor C = Am=Ag, the
ux density relationships Bg = g=Ag and Br = r=Am, and the permeance
coecient Pc = lm=(gC) in the equation for g gives an air gap ux density
of
Bg =
KlC
1 +Kr
R
Pc
Br (2.4)
Equation (2.4) shows the air gap ux density crossing the air gap. For
motors equipped with surface magnets, the leakage factor is in the range
0:9  Kl < 1:0 and the reluctance factor is in the range 1:0 < Kr  1:2.
2.4 Flux Linkage, Back EMF, and Torque
At this point, a full pitch winding is considered in a four-magnet (Nm = 4)
motor with N turns (Figure 2.4). The ux linkage in this winding facing the
south pole is  =  Ng.
Figure 2.4: Motor having one full-pitch coil.
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The ux linkage waveform is shown in Figure 2.5. The corresponding back
EMF is the derivative of the waveform using Faraday's law. As the ux
linkage is triangular, the back EMF has a square wave. The period of back
EMF is 360 E.
 
g
N!
"
2"
e
#
g
N! 
/2"
Figure 2.5: Flux linkage as a function of rotor position.
Analytically, the back EMF is given by
eb =
d
dt
=
de
dt
d
de
= !e
d
de
=
Nm
2
!m
d
de
=
Nm
2
!m
2Ng

(2.5)
where !m is the rotor mechanical speed in radM/s. In addition, the air gap
ux can be expressed as
g = BgAg = BgRropLst =
2
Nm
BgLstRro (2.6)
where Bg is the air gap ux density, p is the angular pole pitch in radM,
Rro is the air gap radius at the magnet surface, and Lst is the length of the
machine. Substituting this relationship into (2.5) gives the amplitude of the
back EMF Eb:
jebj = Eb = Nm
2
!m
2N

 2
Nm
BgLstRro

= 2NBgLstRro!m = Ke!m (2.7)
This result is consistent with the Blv law. The factor 2N is because of the
two slots each having N conductors, and Rro!m is the linear velocity. All
terms in the expression except for !m form a back EMF constant Ke, whose
units are V/(radM/s).
Using the formula ebi = T!m in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) yields the torque
produced by a current i owing in the coil. The amplitude of the torque is
given by
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jT j = Ebi
!m
= 2NBgLstRroi = Kti (2.8)
The terms in the Eq. (2.8) represent the force experienced by the rotor
except the Rro. This force acting at the radius Rro gives the torque. In other
words, except for i, all terms in Eq. (2.8) form a torque constant Kt. The
torque constant and the back EMF constant described earlier are equal to
each other, i.e.,
Ke = Kt = 2NBgLstRro (2.9)
An ideal situation was considered to derive the analytical formulas for the
ux, ux linkage, back EMF, and torque. In a practical situation, the air gap
ux density does not have a square wave conguration. Consequently, the
ux linkage does not have the ideal triangular shape and therefore the back
EMF is not a square waveform. Rigorous mathematical analysis is required
to determine the actual corresponding waveforms.
The preceding paragraphs discussed one full pitch coil. New coils can be
added and connected together in series to shape the back EMF for the entire
winding. Therefore, the back EMF amplitude can be written as
Eb = 2NmNBgLstRro!m (2.10)
The amplitude of the torque multiplied by Nm is
jT j = 2NmNBgLstRroi (2.11)
This result is consistent with the formula T = kD2L where T is torque, k is
a constant, D is the rotor diameter, and L is the rotor length.
As mentioned previously, it is very uncommon to see a machine having
more than three phases because of the number of power electronics devices
used to control the winding currents. Using more than three phases is only
justiable at high power ranges.
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CHAPTER 3
MOTOR CONSTANT OPTIMIZATION
In the preceding chapter, we focused on the fundamentals of BPM machines.
In this chapter, we will concentrate on maximization of motor constant per
unit volume of the machine. The motor constant shows torque eciency,
which is dierent from power eciency [22]. According to [22], motor con-
stant indicates how eciently a motor generates torque as a function of the
I2R losses. In fact, motor constant is not only related to the desired mo-
tor output, but is also inversely proportional to the cost of producing that
output. Hence, motor constant gives more valuable insight into maximiz-
ing motor performance in comparison with torque in [23]. We start with a
simplied case and as we go further, we will consider more details in our
problem.
3.1 Optimization of Motor Constant per Unit Volume
For the motor constant, we have [22]
Km =
BgRrop

p
Vwb (3.1)
where Vwb is the cross-sectional area of the conductors. For the Vwb, we have
Vwb = 2laAwb (3.2)
= 2la
As
2
Ks
3Nw
Ns
= 2la
As
2
Ks
1
3
Ns
Nw
(3.3)
=
1
3
la
AsKsNs
Nw
(3.4)
Also, we have Rro + g = Ds=2. Since g  Ds=2, we can approximate Rro
as Ds=2. So the motor constant will become
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Km =
BgDs
2
p

r
laAsKsNs
3Nw
(3.5)
The equation for the motor constant per unit volume is
Km
V
=
BgDs
2
p

4

1
D2ola
r
laAsKsNs
3Nw
(3.6)
=
2Bg

p

Ds
D2ola
r
laAsKsNs
3Nw
(3.7)
=
2Bg

p

s
D2s
D4o
1
la
AsKsNs
3Nw
(3.8)
Using the equation for As
As =
D2o
4Ns
(Ds
Do
2h 
3p
 
3p
+ 2
 Bg
Bmax
2
+ 2
Bg
Bmax
  1
i
 
Ds
Do

 2
 
3p
+ 1
 Bg
Bmax

+ 1
)
(3.9)
we have Km=V as
Km
V
=
2Bg

p

r
Ks
12laNw
Q (3.10)
where Q is
Q =
Ds
Do
4h 
3p
 
3p
+ 2
 Bg
Bmax
2
+ 2
Bg
Bmax
  1
i
 
Ds
Do
3
 2
 
3p
+ 1
 Bg
Bmax

+
Ds
Do
2
(3.11)
So, the objective function is dened as
Km
V
=
2Bg

p

r
Ks
12laNw
p
ax4 + bx3 + x2 (3.12)
where
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x =
Ds
Do
(3.13)
a =

3p
(

3p
+ 2)(
Bg
Bmax
)2 + 2
Bg
Bmax
  1 (3.14)
b =  2( 
3p
+ 1)(
Bg
Bmax
) (3.15)
By dierentiating Km=V relative to x and equating to zero, we get
4ax3 + 3bx2 + 2x = 0) x(4ax2 + 3bx+ 2) = 0 (3.16)
x = 0 or 2ax2 + (
3
2
)bx+ 1 = 0 (3.17)
The solution to the above equation is
x =
Ds
Do
=
( 3
2
b) 
q
( 3
2
b)2   4(2a)
4a
(3.18)
where
 3
2
b = ( 3
2
)[ 2( 
3p
+ 1)(
Bg
Bmax
)] (3.19)
= 3(

3p
+ 1)(
Bg
Bmax
) (3.20)
4a = 4[

3p
(

3p
+ 2)(
Bg
Bmax
)2 + 2
Bg
Bmax
  1] (3.21)
=
4
3p
(

3p
+ 2)(
Bg
Bmax
)2 + 8
Bg
Bmax
  4 (3.22)
The variation of optimal split ratio vs. Bg=Bmax for dierent numbers of
pole-pairs is shown in Figure 3.1.
It can be seen that as Bg=Bmax is increased, the optimal split ratio reduces.
It can also be seen from Figure 3.1 that, for a given ratio Bg=Bmax, the
optimal split ratio increases as the number of pole-pairs is increased. Figure
3.1 also shows that the inuence of the pole number becomes more signicant
as the number of pole-pairs is reduced.
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Figure 3.1: Variation of optimal split ratio Bg=Bmax for motor with
non-overlapping winding.
3.2 Inuence of Winding Disposition on Optimal Split
Ratio
In the preceding section, an analytical expression for the optimal split ratio
was derived for a specic motor having a non-overlapping stator winding. In
the subsequent sections, the analysis is done for an overlapping winding, a
sinusoidal air gap ux density distribution and 180 electrical brushless AC
operation.
For motors having a distributed overlapping winding, the number of series
turns per phase Nw is replaced by the eective number of series turns per
phase KdpNw, where Kdp is the winding factor. Therefore, Vwb can be written
as
Vwb = 2laAcond = 2la
As
2
Ks
3
KdpNw
Ns
=
1
3
la
AsKsNs
KdpNw
(3.23)
Consequently, for the motor constant we have
Km =
BgDs
2
p

s
laAsKsNs
3KdpNw
(3.24)
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The equation for motor constant per unit volume can be written as
Km
V
=
BgDs
2
p

4

1
D2ola
s
laAsKsNs
3KdpNw
(3.25)
=
2BgDs

p
D2ola
s
laAsKsNs
3KdpNw
(3.26)
=
2Bg

p

s
D2s
D4o
1
l2a
laAsKsNs
3KdpNw
(3.27)
Substitution of As in Km=V yields
Km
V
=
2Bg

p

s
Ks
12laKdpNw
p
ax4 + bx3 + x2 (3.28)
By dierentiating Km=V relative to x and equating to zero, we get
4ax3 + 3bx2 + 2x = 0) x(4ax2 + 3bx+ 2) = 0 (3.29)
x = 0 or 2ax2 + (
3
2
)bx+ 1 = 0 (3.30)
The solution to the above equation is
x =
Ds
Do
=
( 3
2
b) 
q
(3
2
b)2   4(2a)
4a
(3.31)
where
 3
2
b = ( 3
2
)[ 2( 
2p
+ 1)(
Bg
Bmax
)] (3.32)
= 3(

2p
+ 1)(
Bg
Bmax
) (3.33)
4a = 4[

2p
(

2p
+ 2)(
Bg
Bmax
)2 + 2
Bg
Bmax
  1] (3.34)
=
2
p
(

2p
+ 2)(
Bg
Bmax
)2 + 8
Bg
Bmax
  4 (3.35)
Figure 3.2 compares optimal split ratios for motors having overlapping and
non-overlapping windings.
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Figure 3.2: Variation of optimal split ratio with number of pole-pairs and
winding disposition.
It can be concluded from the gure that the optimal split ratio in a motor
with an overlapping winding is smaller than that for a motor with a non-
overlapping winding.
3.3 Inuence of Tooth-Tips on Optimal Split Ratio
In previous sections, the inuence of both the stator tooth-tips and the end-
windings has been neglected to simplify the derivation of analytical results.
Nevertheless, tooth-tips are should be considered appropriately. They maxi-
mize the coil ux linkage and increase a high phase inductance. Considering
rectangular tooth-tips, as shown in Figure 3.3, the stator slot area can be
rewritten as
As =
D2o
4Ns
(Ds
Do
2h 
3p
 
3p
+ 2
 Bg
Bmax
2
+ 2
Bg
Bmax
  1
i
 
Ds
Do


h
2
 
3p
+ 1  2 ht
Do
 Bg
Bmax

+ 4
ht
Do
i
+ 1  4
 ht
Do
2)
(3.36)
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t
h
Figure 3.3: Idealized stator slot shape.
where ht is the height of the tooth-tips.
For the Km=V , we have
Km
V
=
BgDs
2
p

r
laAsKsNs
3Nw
(3.37)
Substitution of presented As in the last equation yields
Km
V
=
2Bg

p

r
Ks
12laNw
Q (3.38)
where Q is dened as
Q =
Ds
Do
4h 
3p
 
3p
+ 2
 Bg
Bmax
2
+ 2
Bg
Bmax
  1
i
 
Ds
Do
3h
2
 
3p
+ 1  2 ht
Do
 Bg
Bmax

+ 4
ht
Do
i
+
Ds
Do
2h
1  4
 ht
Do
2i
(3.39)
So the objective function is dened as
Km
V
=
2Bg

p

p
ax4 + bx3 + cx2 (3.40)
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where
x =
Ds
Do
(3.41)
a =

3p
(

3p
+ 2)(
Bg
Bmax
)2 + 2
Bg
Bmax
  1 (3.42)
b =  
h
2
 
3p
+ 1  2 ht
Do
 Bg
Bmax

+ 4
ht
Do
i
(3.43)
c = 1  4
 ht
Do
2
(3.44)
In the applications that we are considering, the term ht=Do is negligible,
so we can treat it as a constant value.
By dierentiating Km=V relative to x and equating to zero, we get
4ax3 + 3bx2 + 2cx = 0) x(4ax2 + 3bx+ 2c) = 0 (3.45)
x = 0 or 2ax2 + (
3
2
)bx+ c = 0 (3.46)
The solution to the above equation is
x =
Ds
Do
=
( 3
2
b) 
q
( 3
2
b)2   4(2a)c
4a
(3.47)
in which
4a = 4
k
p
(
k
p
+ 2)(
Bg
Bmax
)2 + 8
Bg
Bmax
  4 (3.48)
and
 3
2
b = 3
k
p
+ 1  2 ht
Do
 Bg
Bmax

+ 6
ht
Do
(3.49)
where k = 1=2 for non-overlapping winding and k = 1=3 for overlapping
winding.
The inuence of the tooth-tips on the optimal split ratios for a four-pole
motor equipped with a non-overlapping winding is shown in Figure 3.4.
As can be seen, a tooth-tip height of 4 mm reduces the optimal split ratio
by  20%.
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Figure 3.4: Inuence of height of tooth tips on optimal split ratio p = 2,
Do = 90 mm, non-overlapping winding.
3.4 Inuence of End-Windings on Optimal Split Ratio
We have the equation for the motor constant as
Km =
BgRrop

p
Vwb (3.50)
Length la in the equation Vwb = 2laAwb can be replaced by la+ le. Therefore
Vwb = 2(la + la)Acond = 2(la + le)
As
2
Ks
3
KdpNw
Ns
=
1
3
(la + le)
AsKsNs
KdpNw
(3.51)
The motor constant can be written as (using the approximation Rro  Ds=2)
Km =
BgDs
2
p

s
(la + le)AsKsNs
3KdpNw
(3.52)
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The motor constant per unit volume is
Km
V
=
BgDs
2
p

4
D2ola
s
(la + le)AsKsNs
3KdpNw
=
2Bg

p

s
D2s
D4o
1
l2a
(la + le)AsKsNs
3KdpNw
=
2Bg
la
p

s
Ks
12KdpNw
p
Q (3.53)
where
Q = (la + le)
D2s
D2o
(Ds
Do
2hk
p
k
p
+ 2
 Bg
Bmax
2
+ 2
Bg
Bmax
  1
i
 
Ds
Do
h
2
k
p
+ 1  2 ht
Do
 Bg
Bmax

+ 4
ht
Do
i
+ 1  4
 ht
Do
2)
= (la + le)
(Ds
Do
4hk
p
k
p
+ 2
 Bg
Bmax
2
+ 2
Bg
Bmax
  1
i
 
Ds
Do
3h
2
k
p
+ 1  2 ht
Do
 Bg
Bmax

+ 4
ht
Do
i
+
Ds
Do
2h
1  4
 ht
Do
2i)
(3.54)
The objective function will be
Km
V
=
2Bg
la
p

s
Ks
12KdpNw
p
(dx+ e)(ax4 + bx3 + cx2) (3.55)
where
x =
Ds
Do
(3.56)
a =
k
p
k
p
+ 2
 Bg
Bmax
2
+ 2
Bg
Bmax
  1
b =  
h
2
k
p
+ 1  2 ht
Do
 Bg
Bmax

+ 4
ht
Do
i
c = 1  4
 ht
Do
2
(3.57)
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k =
1
3
(3.58)
d =
2Do
4Ns
h1
2
+ (1  
2Ns
)
Bg
Bmax
i
(3.59)
e = la +
2Do
4Ns
h1
2
+
ht
Do
i
(3.60)
for non-overlapping winding and
k =
1
2
(3.61)
d =
32Do
2Ns
h1
2
  3
2Ns
Bg
Bmax
i
(3.62)
e = la +
32Do
2Ns
h1
2
+
ht
Do
i
(3.63)
for overlapping winding.
By dierentiating Km=V relative to x and equating to zero, we get
x[(5ad)x3 + 4(bd+ af)x2 + 3(cd+ bf)x+ 2cf ] = 0 (3.64)
A trivial solution to this equation is x = 0. We consider the third-degree
polynomial
(5ad)x3 + 4(bd+ af)x2 + 3(bf + cd)x+ 2cf = 0 (3.65)
Dividing the (3.65) by the leading coecient, a monic polynomial results
x3 +
4(bd+ af)
5ad
x2 +
3(bf + cd)
5ad
x+
2cf
5ad
= 0 (3.66)
Using the method of solving third-degree monic polynomials, we have
m = 2
h4(bd+ af)
5ad
i3
  9
h4(bd+ af)
5ad
ih3(cd+ bf)
5ad
i
+
54cf
5ad
(3.67)
k =
h4(bd+ af)
5ad
i2
  3
h3(cd+ bf)
5ad
i
(3.68)
(3.69)
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and
n = m2   4k3 (3.70)
! =  1
2
+
p
3
2
i (3.71)
!2 =  1
2
 
p
3
2
i (3.72)
The solutions to the equation are
x1 =  1
3
4(bd+ af)
5ad
+
3
r
m+
p
n
2
+
3
r
m pn
2

(3.73)
x2 =  1
3
4(bd+ af)
5ad
+ !2
3
r
m+
p
n
2
+ !
3
r
m pn
2

(3.74)
x3 =  1
3
4(bd+ af)
5ad
+ !
3
r
m+
p
n
2
+ !2
3
r
m pn
2

(3.75)
We can dene q1 as
q1 =
1
27
m =
2(4af + 4bd)2
27(5ad)3
  9(4af + 4bd)(3bf + 3cd)
27(5ad)2
+
2cf
5ad
(3.76)
and p1 can be dened as
p1 =  1
9
4(bd+ af)
5ad
2
+
cd+ bf
5ad
(3.77)
k =
(4ae+ 2bd)2
(3ad)2
  3be+ cd
ad
= 3
h(4ae+ 2bd)2
3(3ad)2
  3be+ cd
3ad
i
=  3p1 (3.78)
1
4
1
(27)2
n =
1
4
1
(27)2
(m2   4k3) = 1
22
(
m
27
)2 + (
 k
32
)3
= (
q1
2
)2 + p31 (3.79)
Based on the parameters calculated above, we can simplify the solutions
to the cubic polynomial:
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x1 =  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+ ( 1
3
)
3
r
m+
p
n
2
+ ( 1
3
)
3
r
m pn
2
=  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+
3
r
  1
27
m
2
  1
27
p
n
2
+
3
r
  1
27
m
2
+
1
27
p
n
2
=  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+
3
s
  1
27
m
2
 
r
1
4
1
272
n+
3
s
  1
27
m
2
+
r
1
4
1
272
n
(3.80)
x2 =  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+ ( 1
3
)!2
3
r
m+
p
n
2
+ ( 1
3
)!
3
r
m pn
2
=  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+ !2
3
r
  1
27
m
2
  1
27
p
n
2
+ !
3
r
  1
27
m
2
+
1
27
p
n
2
=  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+ !2
3
s
  1
27
m
2
 
r
1
4
1
272
n+ !
3
s
  1
27
m
2
+
r
1
4
1
272
n
(3.81)
x3 =  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+ ( 1
3
)!
3
r
m+
p
n
2
+ ( 1
3
)!2
3
r
m pn
2
=  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+ !
3
r
  1
27
m
2
  1
27
p
n
2
+ !2
3
r
  1
27
m
2
+
1
27
p
n
2
=  4ae+ 2bd
9ad
+ !
3
s
  1
27
m
2
 
r
1
4
1
272
n+ !2
3
s
  1
27
m
2
+
r
1
4
1
272
n
(3.82)
The optimal split ratio for motor constant per unit volume can be written
as
Ds
Do
= yi   4(bd+ af)
15ad
; where i = 1; 2; 3 (3.83)
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y1 =
3
s
 q1
2
 
r
(
q1
2
)2 + p13 +
3
s
 q1
2
+
r
(
q1
2
)2 + p13 (3.84)
y2 = !
2 3
s
 q1
2
 
r
(
q1
2
)2 + p13 + !
3
s
 q1
2
+
r
(
q1
2
)2 + p13 (3.85)
y3 = !
3
s
 q1
2
 
r
(
q1
2
)2 + p13 + !
2 3
s
 q1
2
+
r
(
q1
2
)2 + p13 (3.86)
(3.87)
where
! =  1
2
+
p
3
2
i (3.88)
p1 =  1
9
4(bd+ af)
5ad
2
+
cd+ bf
5ad
(3.89)
q1 =
m
27
=
2(4af + 4bd)2
27(5ad)3
  9(4af + 4bd)(3bf + 3cd)
27(5ad)2
+
2cf
5ad
(3.90)
a =
k
p
k
p
+ 2
 Bg
Bmax
2
+ 2
Bg
Bmax
  1
b =  
h
2
k
p
+ 1  2 ht
Do
 Bg
Bmax

+ 4
ht
Do
i
c = 1  4
 ht
Do
2
(3.91)
and
k =
1
3
(3.92)
d =
2Do
4Ns
h1
2
+ (1  
2Ns
)
Bg
Bmax
i
(3.93)
e =
2Do
4Ns
h1
2
+
ht
Do
i
(3.94)
f = e+ la (3.95)
for non-overlapping winding and
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k =
1
2
(3.96)
d =
32Do
2Ns
h1
2
  3
2Ns
Bg
Bmax
i
(3.97)
e =
32Do
2Ns
h1
2
+
ht
Do
i
(3.98)
f = e+ la (3.99)
for overlapping winding.
We have three solutions to the considered cubic polynomial, a feasible
value for the optimal split ratio Ds=Do being a real value in the range 0 <
Ds=Do < 1.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 compare the optimal split ratio for motors with non-
overlapping and overlapping windings, both with and without a consideration
of the end-windings.
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Figure 3.5: Inuence of tooth-tips and end-winding on optimal split ratio.
p = 2, Ns = 6, Do = 90 mm, la = 50 mm, non-overlapping winding.
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Figure 3.6: Inuence of tooth-tips and end-winding on optimal split ratio.
p = 2, Ns = 12, Do = 90 mm, la = 50 mm, overlapping winding.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
This study focused on exploiting center-of-mass motion as a promising can-
didate for energy harvesting applications. During walking, the hip, where
the center of mass for the entire body is located, follows an up-and-down
course of motion, so any object carried by a human will follow a similar tra-
jectory. To take advantage of this, there should be a transfer of mechanical
energy between load and body. Based on the characteristics of motion, a
brushless permanent magnet generator was chosen as the candidate for this
energy conversion, rather than the linear permanent magnet generator used
previously in the literature.
It is desired to build a device with higher output energy; i.e. the accu-
mulated power should be as high as possible. In addition, the mass of the
generator should be considered carefully because it will be mounted in a
backpack. Therefore, the magnetic generator should be optimized from dif-
ferent perspectives. The split ratio, i.e. the ratio of the stator bore diameter
to the stator outer diameter (Ds=Do), is considered as an important design
parameter for permanent magnet (PM) brushless motors since it has a big
inuence on the torque capability and eciency. Optimization of motor con-
stant per unit volume as a function of split ratio was particularly considered.
As pointed out previously, motor constant describes how eciently a motor
produces torque as a function of the I2R losses incurred in the production
of that torque. That is, motor constant is not only related to the desired
motor output, but also inversely proportional to the cost of producing that
output. Thus, motor constant provides more valuable insight into maximiz-
ing motor performance, which is the main purpose of this study. A relatively
simple model was studied in earlier steps to obtain the optimal value of the
split ratio to maximize the objective function. In further steps, we made
the model more sophisticated by considering the inuence of tooth-tips and
end-windings. Optimal solutions were found analytically and dierent graphs
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were plotted based on accomplished results.
It is concluded that maximizing the motor constant (as an indication of
torque eciency) per unit volume is a superior strategy to maximizing torque
per unit volume, as is done in the literature to date.
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